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This exhibition brings together the work of my three favorite modern Japanese artists - Hagiwara
Hideo, Ida Shōichi and Takahashi Rikio. Each chose the visual language of abstraction to explore
themes rooted in Japanese culture and history. Hagiwara and Takahashi rose to international
prominence in the aftermath of WWII, when abstraction, suppressed during Japan’s war years (19371945), could again flourish. While Hagiwara studied painting and Takahashi’s artistic bent was
steered by his family into photography, woodblock printmaking was their 200 year old medium of
choice. Ida, of a later generation, worked with a wide variety of media and delved into installation and
performance art, but he was best known for his prints, employing lithography, silkscreen and the
many forms of intaglio printmaking.

Hagiwara Hideo
(1913-2007)

Ida Shōichi
(1941-2006)

Takahashi Rikio
(1917-1998)

Hagiwara Hideo (1913-2007)

From the beginning of mankind’s history, the
thing that flows at the bottom of the human
heart is unchangeable. There is no such thing
which can be called a new thing or old thing. A
spiritually genuine thing is always new, at any
time or any age. It is always surprising for me
to find the new in old things.

Following the war Hagiwara spent three years in bed recovering from tuberculosis. During this time
he made his first woodblock prints in the form of greeting cards with figurative subjects. By 1958 he
had turned to abstraction, working with a wide range of themes, from the quintessentially Japanese to
the more international. Within a few years his woodblock prints, often created in sets (or “series”) of
multiple prints, were winning awards in international print biennales.
Known for his innovative techniques in the preparation and carving of his woodblocks, which allowed
him to achieve etching-like effects in his images, he also pioneered what he called “both sides
printing” in which he forced ink from the back, non-image side, of the paper through to the front to
provide a background with a soft-patina for the printed image. This technique which gave great visual
depth to his prints was largely abandoned after 1970 as Hagiwara moved to a brighter palette.

In 1967 Hagiwara taught at Oregon State University. Look for his 1967 print “Memory of the Coast in
Oregon State” in the exhibition.

Hagiwara Hideo (1913-2007)
A Man in Armor (17)
1963
Color woodblock print with embossing and mica on
paper, printed on both sides

A set of over 22 prints, A Man in Armor, pays tribute to the samurai. The armor in these large prints
though battle worn, maintains a fine patina. As you look at Hagiwara’s woodblock prints in this
exhibition, keep in mind that they are created without the assistance of a printing press. Each color
must be inked on its own carved block or area of block and then transferred to the paper by hand
rubbing at varying pressures. It’s an intensely physical enterprise for each print in an edition.

Hagiwara Hideo (1913-2007)
Flying Angel No. 3
1970
Color woodblock print with mica on paper

Flying Angel No. 3, is an example of his move to a brighter palette and of his simulated etched lines.

Hagiwara Hideo (1913-2007)
Early Winter in Gotemba,
from the series Thirty-Six Fujis
1981/1986
Color woodblock print with embossing on paper

The exhibition displays three prints from Hagiwara’s multi-year effort to capture the iconic Mount Fuji
in thirty-six views, as did the famous ukiyo-e artists Hokusai and Hiroshige over a century earlier. It is
his only extensive excursion into landscape.

Takahashi Rikio (1917-1998)

During the period of spiritual emptiness
following the war, I wandered through the
temples of Kyoto in order to find myself. While
quietly contemplating a garden I felt the
reverberations of the question, “Why are you
here?”
[My work] while retaining the traces of
representation, translates the melody of a
stately section of Kyoto into modern form.

Though his father and uncle were artists, Takahashi’s childhood artistic bent was funneled into the
family’s photography studio. And it was in the darkroom, experimenting with projected shadows and
the interaction of developer on photographic paper, that he became enchanted with abstraction.
Drawn towards woodblock printmaking, at the age of 30 he was introduced to Onchi Kōshirō (18911955) a woodblock printmaker, mentor to numerous modern print makers and pioneer of Western
abstraction in Japan, who he studied with for six years. It was not until the 1960s, when his
woodblock prints were beginning to gain popularity and gallery presence in the United States, that he
would receive his formal art training, attending the California Institute of Art.

Takahashi Rikio (1917-1998)
NIWA (Nunnery)

1985
Color woodblock print with embossing on paper

Takahashi found his solace in the gardens and temples of Kyoto and created over 100 different prints
with the title NIWA or “garden”. This print exemplifies these garden prints with its quiet, warm,
harmonious and nuanced colors and the use of almost recognizable pictorial elements of a traditional
Japanese garden such as rocks and water.
As with Hagiwara’s woodblock prints, I am awed by the shear physical effort coupled with a
craftsman’s hand required to create a print of almost 3 feet in height requiring multiple carved blocks
and multiple over-printings.
While Takahashi’s garden prints display subdued and cool colors, he moves to a brighter palette for
many of his non-garden works as we see in the following print Seabathing.

Takahashi Rikio (1917-1998)
Seabathing

1970
Color woodblock print with embossing on paper

Takahashi Rikio (1917-1998)
Mount Fuji Time 25,
from the portfolio

36 Views of Mount Fuji
1985
Color woodblock print with embossing on paper

Takahashi created several figurative works under commission. In this 1985 print commissioned for a
portfolio of Fuji views by 36 different artists, we see him combining multiple views of the iconic Mount
Fuji. While not visible in this slide, look closely at the actual print to find Fuji’s reflection in the bottom
margin.

Ida Shōichi (1941-2006)
Art is not making a beautiful surface, or
drawing a realistic apple. Art is getting to an
essence, reaching the senses.
Through my work I try to make invisible
phenomena visible by showing the point of
contact.

An oil painter by training, he was foremost a printmaker, drawn to it by chance – an observation of the
imprint left on a piece of paper by a stone given him by a friend. Exploring the effects of gravity and
time on his media and the artist’s intervening hand became his obsession. Look for the balance of
natural forces and the artist’s hand in his work.

Ida Shōichi (1941-2006)
Paper Between Ink Stain and Brushed
Stain, from the series Surface is the
Between: Between Vertical and Horizon
1980
Silkscreen and lithograph with chine collé, printed
on both sides

One of numerous Ida prints carrying the title “Surface is the Between: Between Vertical and Horizon”.
As did Hagiwara, Ida also employed two-sided printing, but with different intent – in his words, “to
make invisible phenomena visible by showing the point of contact.” In my words, “To show us the
space where there is no space.”

Ida Shōichi (1941-2006)
Paper Between a Snowed Stone
and Road, from the series Surface is
the Between: Between Vertical and
Horizon

1981
Silkscreen and lithograph, printed on both
sides

That stone that stoked Ida’s imagination makes its appearance in three works on view. In this twosided print Ida has silkscreened an image of the stone on the front and used lithography to create a
macadam road surface on the back of a translucent handmade paper to achieve the illusion of a
stone resting on a fine powder of snow on a road. We are fortunate to be able to display both sides of
this print owing to it residing in both the museum’s and my own collection.
Notice the discoloration in the bottom right corner of the print? Is it a defect as listed by the auction
house I bought it from or Ida’s intent?

Ida Shōichi (1941-2006)
Descended Triangle—Triangle, from the
series Surface is the Between: Between
Vertical and Horizon
1987
Silkscreen and lithograph with chine collé, printed
on both sides

Between 1984 and 1992 Ida created five portfolios of etchings with San Francisco’s Crown Point
Press working with their master printers. In this explosive print, a ‘descended triangle’ violently
pierces a sun-like circle, forms that are connected with the Kali yantra, a geometric abstraction of the
Hindu goddess Kali.

Thank you Maribeth [Maribeth Graybill, Ph.D. The Arlene and Harold Schnitzer Curator of Asian Art]
for your encouragement and guidance throughout the planning and staging of this exhibition and
thank you to all the PAM staff – registrars, publicity, designers, preparators, staging – without whom
these prints would still be resting silently in storage. As of tonight, these prints now converse with us
and each other.

